
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Guest Pet Policy Acceptance of Responsibility  

Radisson Blu Bali Uluwatu Hotel will allow a pet to accompany a guest in the hotel room only on the 

following terms: 

1. The pet may not exceed 30 kg for dogs and 7 kg for cats. Any dangerous animals, animals 

perceived to be threatening, wild animals, or other unusual animals will not be allowed.  

2. Maximum of one dog or cat per room. 

3. A veterinarian certificates that the pet is fully vaccinated and are free from parasites are required. 

4. Guest agree to pay the surcharge of IDR 250,000 net/pet/night, includes one set of pet bowl and 

one pet mat. Additional IDR 100,000 net for one Pet Mattress (subject to availability). 

5. If the pet causes damage, barks aggressively, makes other noises, or is otherwise a cause of 

guest complaints, the hotel reserves the right to have the guest remove the pet. If the guest is not 

available to remove the pet, the Hotel reserves the right to remove the pet and relocate it to 

another part of the hotel.  

6. The Hotel prohibits pets from all of the following areas of the Hotel: Inside Restaurant and Bar, 

Inside the Pool, Fitness Center and Spa. 

7. Guests are not permitted to wash pets in the bathroom or shower of the room, or to use towels, 

sheets or other bedding belonging to the Hotel. 

8. Guests are not permitted to comb pets inside the room. 

9. Pets must be put on diapers. 

10. The Hotel, at its own discretion, is not required to provide any warning or second chance for 

violation of any part of this policy and the decision of the Hotel will be final.  

11. The pet must be kept in a pet carrier or held by it’s owner when Hotel Staff must be in the 

room to clean or provide other services. Pets must be kept on a leash or in a carrier if 

they’re outside the room. 

12. Pet potty area is at the outside parking area. If the pet accidentally litter in the hotel area, 

guests are required to immediately cleaning up after their pets and discarding securely bagged 

pet droppings in the nearest waste bin. Under no circumstances is waste to thrown into flower 

beds, drains, ponds or other resort features. 

P.A.W 

Pets Are Welcome 



 

 

 
 

 

13. ACCEPTANCE OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR DAMAGES: The guest fully accepts responsibility 

for any and all damages caused by the pet, including but not limited to, property damage to the 

Hotel or other guests or bodily injury to hotel associates or other guests. The guest agrees to 

indemnify the Hotel for any such damage.  

 

 

 

 

Type of Pet & Breed __________________________  Pet Name______________________ 

 

By signing below, I agree to the conditions set above.  

 

 

 

____________________________________   __________________________  

Guest Signature      24 HR Phone # During Stay  

 

____________________________________   __________________________  

Printed Name       Date 

 


